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112. Boundary Convergence of Blaschke Products
in the Unit.Circle. II

By Chuji TANAKA
Mathematical Institute, Waseda University, Tokyo

(Comm. by Zyoiti SUETUNA, M.J.A., Sept. 13, 1965)

1. Introduction. We denote by B(z) a Blaschke product in
the unit circle"

-/-

B(z)- H b(z, a)- [[ {l/c(z, a)},

where b(z, a)-g/I a I.(a-z)/(1-gz),
For the sake of convenience, we make here a list of notations, which
are used often in the sequel"

[ 1 ] d(z, a)-(i-la )/(z- 1).
[ 2 ] c(z, a)-(1-1al)/ al+l/lal.d(z, a).
[ 3 ] b(z, a)-l/ a I.(l/d(z,

l+c(z, a).
[ 4 O-arg b(, a), 10
5 r-Id(1, a)l-(1-1a I)/I 1-a I,

[ 6 F.-- arg d(1, a.)- arg b., where
The object of this note is to establish some new theorems on

boundary convergence of B(z). Our main theorems read as follows:
Theorem 1.

(1.1) 2, R,< /oo, if and only if the following conditions hold

simultaneously:

(1)
(1.2)

( 2 lim R=0.
Remark 1. (1) By the inequalities:

v(1,
Iv(l, a,,)l< / is equivalent to R,< + ([-4-] p. 67).

,=1

(2) In connection with Theorem 1, the following theorem due
to O. Frostman (2 p. 2) is very interesting; The necessary and
sujcient condition that B(z) and all its partial product8 have the

radial limit of modulus one at z-1 is that

Theorem 2 and 3 give the necessary and sufficient conditions or, c(1, a) to be convergent,
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Theorem 2. ] c(1, a,) is convergent, if and only if the fol-
lowing conditions hold simultaneously:

()
(i.3)

2 ) R is convergent, where

--sgn [sin ()].
+

Theorem 3. c(1, a) is convergent, if and only if the fol-
lowing conditions hold simultaneously"

(i.5)
2 0 is convergent.

Remark 2. If c(1, a.) is convergent, then B(1)- H b(1, a.)
=I =I

is convergent, because H b(1, a,)-exp i 0, is convergent by

(.5) (2).
Theorem 4 is of Abelian type.

Theorem 4. Suppose that c(1, a.) is convergent. Then

lim B(r)=B(1),* if and only if
rl

(1.6) lim c(r, a,)-- c(1, a.).

2. Theorem 1. We begin with the ollowing inequalities"

(2.) - <=R. or 0. I=/2.
(2) ]O,>cos.R. or /2</2+<.

Indeed, since b(1, a,)- 1/ a. (1+ d(1, a.)), we have easily
#.=arg {1+g(1, a.)}, a. ]- 1+4(1, a.),

so that, taking account o d(1, a.)-r..exp(i,), by sine rule
(2.2) sin #./r,-sin ./ a. ]-sin (,-0.)/1.
Since 2/.], ]]sin . or . /2, by (2.2) 2], /ur,l, i.e.
(2.3) 0. ]<R. or ]0. ]/2.
By (2.2) ]#. ]/r sin (/2+ )/] a. -cos &. 1/] a. or /2<]. /2+
<, so that
(2.4) ]0. ]>cos .R, or /2< /2+<.
By (2.3) and (2.4), (2.1) is completely established.

Suppose that (1.1) holds good. Then we have evidently lim R,-0,
i.e. lim r,-0, so that by (2.2) lim .-0. Hence there exists N
such that 0,/2 for nN. By (2.1)(1)

< R.<+.
*) By Remark 2, B(1) exists.
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Therefore (1.2) (1) and (2) follow from (1.1).
Next suppose that (1.2) (1) and (2) hold good. We divide the

unit disk into the following three parts:
-(z;]z I<, ]z- ]>__) (0<<)
A2--(z; Iz[<l, ]z--1 ]<, arg (z--l) [0<r/2) (2 cos 0--p),
A--(z;]z [<1, z--1 I<P, [arg (z--l)[>).

Then, by (2.1) (2)
(2.5)

e A ae

where -/2-. We have evidently
(2.6) Rl/p. (1-[a)<S/p<+.

anna anna
By the assumptions" lim R-0, z-1 is not the limit point of {a}
contained in A. Hence possible limit points of {a} contained in
are the intersection points of[z [-1 and [z-1 -p so that, denoting
by p* a sufficiently small positive constant, we have
(2.7)

an e an eA

By (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), R< + . Thus (1.1) follows from (1.2)
(1) and (2).

Since b(r, a) maps the segment" 0rl onto the circular arc
of the circle passing through two points [a and 1/[ a and orthogonal
to ]z[-1, [arg (b(r, a)) is non-decreasing function of r for 0r1.
Hence [0 < + is equivalent to lim [argb(r, a)]<+ , so
that, by Theorem 1 we get

Corollary 1. (C. Tanaka 4: pp. 68-69) R<+, if and
only if he following wo conditions hold simultaneously:

1 lim
1--0 =1

(2) lim R-0.
As another application of Theorem 1, we obtain

Corollary

Proof. By Theorem 1, the following two alternatives are possible:

(1) lira R>0
(2.8) +

(2) lim R-0, and

In case (2.8) (1), by (2.2) lim [ [>0, so that ]0 [- + . Thus, in

any case we have [0 [- + . Since ]arg b(r, a)[ is non-decreasing

unction

which proves Corollary 2.
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If (a)>__0, then argb(r, a)>_-0 for 0r=<_l. Hence, by Corol-
lary 2 we get.

Corollary 3. (G. T. Cargo 1 p. 5) If ,R-+ and (a)>=O
=1

(n-- 1, 2,...), hen arg {B(r)} tendo monotonously o + as r 1 O.
3. Theorem 2-4. Proof of Theorem 2. Since

c(1, a)-(1-]a )/[ a + 1/ a [.r.exp (i),
+

the convergence of c(1, a) is equivalent to the convergence of
+
r/ a . cos + i r/ a . sin .

=1

By (2.2), we have easily
(3.1) --cos 9,- 1/2{I 1--a, I+ r}
so that

+ + (l-- an ])(l + i/I anE r./I I.cos
=1 -=1-" =1

Hence the convergence of r,/I a, I-cos is equivalent to the con-

vergence of r.
Defining , as in (1.4), by (3.1) we get easily

r,/I a . ,-sin 9, I-r,/I a, I.cos 9,/(l+Isin 9,

={r+2r. 1-a, +(1- a, ). 1-, }l/(4Ia .(1+ sing, ))
for /2<<. Since 1/2<l/(l+sin[)<l for /2<<,
r<+ means r/ a,I.-singl+<, so that under the

assumptions" r< + , the convergence of r/ a ]. sin is equi-
:=i n=l

valent to the convergence o ../] a..
:i

Thus we have proved that the convergence of c(1, a.) is

equivalent to the convergence of the following two series;

(3.2)
(i)  ,rl,

(2) ] rJI a I.
Since , r- , R. (i+la I)

’n,=l n=l

,=1 =1 n--1

the convergence of (3.2) (1)-(2) is equivalent to (1.3) (1)-(2).
Proof of Theorem . By (2.2), we get easily

cos O.-(l+a. I-r)/2 a I,
so that
(8.3) r/4la. I-sin (OJ2)-1/4Ia I" (i-la I)-By (3.3), r is equivalent to 0<+. Since sin0.-O.-

=1 =i
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0/3!+0(t,), the convergence of , is equivalent to the con-

vergence of , sin t?, provided that ,t/. By (2.2), sin 0-
n=l =1

r/]a].sin. Hence, under the assumptions" < +, r/a]-

sin . and 0. are equiconvergent.
=1

By what is proved in the proo of Theorem 2, the convergence

o c(1, a.) is equivalent to the convergence o two series:

and ./] a. (.sin .. Thus Theorem 3 is completely established.
Proo o Theorem 4. By the inequality:
]l-C.rr]a.-l or 0<rl,
d(r, .) -(i-] a. )/} .r-i r./r<2r. or /r.

Therefore,
(3.4) ]c(r, a.)] /I a. ( {(-a. )+ (, a.)

</ a. ] {(i-] a, )+4r.(- a. I) +
for 1/2 r 1.

Let us put
(3.5) log b(r, a.)-c(r, a,)-log {l+c(r, a.)}-c(r, a.)

e(r, a.). c(r, ).
I lim ,-0, then by (3.4) and (3.5)

(3.6) lim e(r, a.)- 1/2 uniormly or 1/2r 1.

Suppose now that c(1, a.) is convergent. Then by Theorem 2,

(3.4) and (3.6), e(r, a).c(r, a.)is absolutely and uniormly con-

vergent or 1/2v1. Hence

tim e(v, a.)-c(v, a.)- e(1, a.).c(1,

so that, by (3.5)

(a.7) lira log B(e)- e(f, )
I--0 =I

log B()- c(l, a.).

By (3.7) lira B(r)-B(1), if and only if lira c(r, a,)-c(1,a.),
fl--0 fl--0 n=l =1

which is to be proved.
As its application, we obtain
Corollary 4. (C. Tanaka [3] p. 410, [4] p. 70) If B(z) is abso-

lutely convergen$ a$ z-l, hen lira B(r)-B(1).
rl--0

Proof. Since c(1, a,) ]< , by Remark 1(1), R, < + ,
i.e. ,< + . Similarly as in (3.4), we have

n=l
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c<., aJ I< /I {<-I a I) + 2r} for 1/2 =< =< 1,

so that , c(r, a) is absolutely and uniformly convergent for 1/2__<
,----1

r=<_ 1. Hence lim , c(r, a)- c(1, a). Thus, by Theorem 4, Corol-
’--q-- =i =I

|ry s proved.
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